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On the 7th of May 2016 myself and my colleague Rupert Harbinson set off from London to the USA, more 

specifically – Boston, Massachusetts. Our aim? To study the ways of the Tree Shapers – A handful of isolated 

artists that have dedicated their adult lives to experimenting with bending, pleaching, training and grafting 

woody plants into fantastical living sculptures, and useable structures. 

Whilst working our way from one Tree Shaping Artist to the next we stopped off at a number of gardens, and 

also observed some of the Native American flora growing in its natural habitat.  

The first stop on our quest was to the small country town of Northampton in Western Massachusetts. Here we 

stayed with Tree Shaping Artist Daniel Ladd. Dan has been a practising bender of branches since 1979, 

although only sporadically; as it is an accompaniment to his other living sculpture work.  

We began our time with Dan by visiting the local Smith College, 

a prestigious women’s liberal arts college; where Dan is the 

artist in residence. We had a chance to look around their modest 

botanic garden and glasshouse range, before heading off to their 

field station, where Dan’s most recent living projects can be 

found. Once we arrived we set to work photographing and 

making extensive notes on each of his specimens. We had plenty 

of opportunity to ask probing questions, and try to get to grips 

with how horticulturally minded his approach to living 

sculpture is. Whilst at the field station we also came across a 

fantastic local initiative to save the American Chestnut, which 

has been almost wiped out by disease. As we arrived at the field 

station hoards of volunteers were in the midst of planting an 

orchard of cuttings, taken from very rare disease resistant trees. 

This turned out to be the local chapter of a much larger 

conservation effort which ran all the way down to North 

Carolina.  

The next day we drove a short distance from Northampton up to 

a small village called Putney, just over the northern border into 

the state of Vermont. Here we saw Dans older Tree Sculptures, 

and they proved to be very interesting specimens. Not only could I 

enjoy the charming aesthetic of his Living Sculpture, but also the 

intriguing effects Dan’s methods had upon the physiological 

processes at play within his tree sculptures. Dan’s trees had 

developed several anatomical quirks as a result of being trained 

into unnatural forms – and most unusually, and uniquely of all; 

repeatedly grafted onto themselves. Once again we set about 

photographing, taking notes, and asking questions, until it was 

time to bid Putney farewell and head south. 

In the coming days we had the chance to visit a number of 

fantastic gardens: The High Line in New York, Longwood Gardens 

in Pennsylvania, and Ladew Topiary Gardens in Maryland. At 

Longwood and Ladew we were toured around the gardens by the 
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respective head gardeners. Visiting gardens with the gardeners that maintain and develop them always 

provides a great chance to compare and contrast the gardens we have worked in with others, and connects us 

with gardens and gardeners around the world. I was particularly keen to compare the topiary garden at 

Longwood and the topiary at Ladew with that at Levens Hall Gardens in Cumbria; where I was formerly an 

apprentice gardener.  

The next chapter of our journey saw us fly across the United States to sunny California, where we quickly got 

back down to the important business of touring gardens. Our first stop in the sunshine state was Lotusland, in 

Santa Barbara. Here we enjoyed diverse collections of Palms, Cycads, Succulents, and many other exotic floral 

delights. Shortly afterwards we headed North West; driving along endless miles of dead straight roads; which 

bisect California’s central valley. Finally as night approached we hit our destination – the foothills of the Sierra 

Nevada Mountain Range – home to the world’s largest trees. 

Our first day in the Sierras began with a steep drive with lots of hairpin bends. We quickly ascended from 

scorched prairie to a cool plateau, which is the last refuge of the planets largest organisms. On the drive up our 

view was dominated by California’s floral cumulus clouds – California 

Buckeye (Aesculus californica) and Our Ladys Candle (Hesperoyucca 

whipplei).  

As we climbed the air became cooler, the terrain flattened, and the trees 

grew ever wider. We parked up, and set off down a trail into the forest. The 

Giant Redwood forest is not exactly green and pleasant. Rather it is mostly a 

barren plateau ravaged by wildfire, with the occasional slump in the land 

filled with wet meadow. We were obviously very impressed by the size of 

the Redwoods, and also saw a family of Marmots living in a wet meadow! 

Another unexpected highlight was seeing Sarcodes sanguinea, a stunning 

saprophytic inhabitant of the Giant Forest. A saprophyte is a plant that 

derives its energy from mychorrhizal accossiations, which allow it to derive 

energy from decomposing organic matter, it does not bear Leaves.   

The hunt is on! – At Ladew Topiary Gardens 
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The next stop on our agenda was a flying visit to Yosemite 

National Park. We were very impressed by the scale of the 

deep granite ravine, and spent the afternoon walking the 

valley bottom, observing the local flora and fauna, intrigued 

to see whether the plants that grew here varied from those 

we had just observed in Sequoia National Park, just over 

one hundred miles south. We observed meadows of wild 

Lupin, Larkspur, and the lushest greenest grass I have ever 

seen.  

Following this we pressed on with our drive, back across 

the scorched central valley towards the slightly greener 

coast. Our next stop was Santa Cruz, home to famous local 

architect Mark Primack; whom we would be staying with 

for the duration of our time there.  

Our visit to Santa Cruz, or rather to the nearby town of 

Gilroy, was the next phase of our mission to learn more 

about Living Tree Sculpture. We were here to record the 

remains of Axel Erlandsons famous Tree Circus. Axel 

Erlandson, the son of Swedish immigrants to the USA, was 

born in Minnesota in 1884. He is the earliest known 

example of a Tree Shaper, and arguably the most 

accomplished to date. Beginning his working life as a 

farmer and a land surveyor, he went on to practice the art 

of tree trunk topiary from 1928 until he sadly passed away 

in 1964.  

Mark Primack; our host in Santa Cruz, was the man 

responsible for stepping in and caring for the Tree 

Circus after Axels day. He organised groups of guerrilla 

gardeners to break into the abandoned site to weed 

and water the trees. He also found a buyer for the 

trees, which has enabled many of them to survive to 

the present day.  

Visiting the Tree Circus was extremely upsetting for 

me. It had been my dream to visit this Mecca for Tree 

Shapers since I was in my mid teens. When Rupert, 

Mark and I finally pulled up at the site I was quite 

horrified by what I saw. The current owner of the Tree 

Circus is the town of Gilroy. The trees are part of a 

much larger entity – known as Gilroy Gardens Family 

Theme Park. It would be a gross understatement to call 

Gilroy Gardens ‘cheesy’.  It is truly a tasteless, 

grotesque nightmare of a place, where a different 

cheery fairground song greets you every ten paces. Tea 

cups, rollercoaster’s and puppet shows of singing 

dancing vegetables stand side by side with the great 

Horticultural Legacy of Axel Erlandson.  

Rupert and I stand by General Sherman, the largest living 
organism by volume. 
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All this would have been forgivable, if it had 

enabled the Tree Circus to survive into the 21st 

Century. But unfortunately many of the trees were 

dead or dying. Those that remain in good health 

will not survive many more Californian droughts 

without adequate irrigation. 

Nevertheless we set about photographing, 

recording observations, and questioning Mark. We 

still obtained a wealth of invaluable data on the 

Tree Circus – and the trees themselves were of 

course awesome.  

The next stage of our journey was a long drive 

north, where we were to explore the steamy 

temperate rainforest of remote northern 

California. This habitat is home to the picturesque 

old growth Coast Redwood Forests. A world away 

from the scorched mountain top home of the Giant 

Sequoia, these giants lurk in lush green valley’s 

filled to the brim with ferns, mosses and other 

greenery. These are the tallest trees on earth. 

Sequoia sempervirens has a much more slender, 

needle like form in comparison to the fat, stunted 

Sequoiadendron giganteum. It bark is almost black, 

and deeply fissured, compared to the spongier, 

reddish bark of a Sequoiadendron. One feature 

both superlative trees share is the fire ecology of 

their woodlands. Periodic wildfires triggered by 

lightning clear the forest floor of debris and create 

the perfect seed bed for Redwood seedlings to 

germinate. The older trees are almost entirely unharmed by the fire. Sequoiadendron is protected by its thick 

bark, and Sequoia grows very tall very fast, dropping all of its lower limbs – which helps it to escape much of 

the devastation below. 

The next day we travelled up a windy dirt 

track, slinking our way up the side of a 

steep hill, faced with a sheer drop to our 

right hand side, that would be fatal should 

the dubious road surface give way. 

However it was all for a good purpose. We 

were on the hunt for Californian 

specialities – Cypripedium californium – a 

native Orchid, and Darlingtonia californica 

– a native carnivorous species. These 

species are both here because of 

serpentine soils; these soils are saturated 

with heavy metals, and as a result are very 

low in nutrients available to plants. 

Darlingtonia gets past this issue by snacking 

This neglected tree was once Axel Erlandsons Birdcage. The crown has died 
back almost entirely, causing epicormic growth to sprout at the base. It has 

been in this wooden planter since 1975. 
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on passing insects. It is similar in many ways to the other American Pitcher 

plants – Sarracenia, but differs in that the roof of its pitcher features 

translucent windows, which act as false exits to distract trapped prey from 

the real escape route; a tiny opening curled under the roof of the pitcher. 

This arrangement gives the plant a striking resemblance to a Cobra in 

attack posture – giving it the common name ‘Cobra Lily’.  

The final stop on our Tree Sculpture trail took us just over the state border 

into Oregon. The landscape changed very little as we meandered our way 

through rolling hills of pine forest; common to both northern California 

and southern Oregon. Nestled down in-between two of these rolling hills 

was a charming little stone and round wood cottage, hand built by the man 

we were here to see – Richard Reames. Richard has been practicing Living 

Tree Sculpture since the early 1990’s; when he found he was about to have 

a family, and needed to find a means of supporting it. He had some success 

in the release of his self published book ‘How to Grow a Chair’, and for a 

time made a living from forming living chairs for paying customers.  

 

In the few acres of land that surround his cottage he has a menagerie of 

larger, more abstract Tree Sculptures. It would be fair to say that Richard 

is a bit of a hippy, and his simple words of Peace & Love in Malus x 

domestica reflect that.  He has a number of functional structures: An 

arbour, tree house, bridge, chair, window frame & archway to name but a 

handful. He also has more abstract living sculptures, one of which is reminiscent of the double helix of DNA. 

These days Richard is more focussed on his cultivation and breeding of Marijuana (Fully legalised in Oregon) in 

order to provide for his family, and his living tree sculpture work has taken more of a backseat. But he was very 

open and willing to share his experiences with us, successes and failures. Although as I am now coming to 

realise, thanks to the Tree Shapers I have met, they are of course not failures; but lessons. 

Richard and I discuss his Betula window 
frame 
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I feel so grateful I had the chance to witness and learn so much about the flora, ecosystems and great gardens of 

north eastern USA and California. With regards to Tree Sculpture I have certainly gained a great deal from this 

trip, although it was not necessarily what I expected to gain. I was fully expecting to learn a great deal about 

Tree Shaping techniques, problems encountered etc. But I have also gained a greater perspective on Tree 

Shaping as a whole; the human problems that come with it (like having to wait decades to see a result), the 

attitude you need in order to stick it out, and a much better understanding of why Tree Shaping is not 

commonplace around the world, I think perhaps it would be much more at home in a garden setting than as a 

private sculpture collection or a commercial product, but we will see. 
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